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besa, 2012.The petroleum sector giant Chevron Corp. announced it would
pump an additional $5 billion into the construction of a massive new gas

project in the Permian Basin. The news follows a seemingly inevitable ramp-up
in costs after the company announced a $5 billion expansion of its flagship

Wolfcamp field in 2012. Chevron can now more than double the amount of oil
and gas it plans to produce from the existing Permian acreage, currently some

80,000 drilling locations. Over the course of the last year, the company has
begun to ramp up construction of the $7 billion Rio Mesa project as well. Rio

Mesa, also known as the Motiva complex, will bring in more wells, larger
platform pads, larger gas processing plants, and more crude trains to transport

the fuel to Gulf Coast refineries. Chevron president and CEO Mike Wirth told
reporters at an earnings call today that the project will begin producing in just

under two years. "We are on schedule to start producing on the Permian by
the end of 2019," he said. The company expects the project to begin

producing some 1.7 billion cubic feet of gas per day, with up to 6.8 million
barrels of daily oil equivalent production. A major part of the project's

construction expenditures will be focused on gathering and loading the crude
to trains, which Chevron executives said was one of the reasons the company
had not already made the move. "One of the things that were holding us back

is that we weren’t ready to start building the larger, heavier trains that we
need," Wirth said. The company has made a few other changes to its

operations in the Permian in recent years. Chevron has spun off its interest in
its Midland Field, based in the 6d1f23a050
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